NETWORK
CONNECTIVITY
PROBLEMS?
NOW

Take the guesswork
out off troubleshooting
network connectivity
problems with the
LinkRunner AT

15%
DISCOUNT

*ALREADY OWN ONE OF THE MODELS BELOW? GREAT! Take a picture of it, send it to your
local distributor and GET A 15% DISCOUNT on a NEW LINKRUNNER AT or the LinkRunner AT kit
*
*
*

*

LINKRUNNER

LINKRUNNERPRO

NETTOOLS SERIES I

NETTOOLS SERIES II

Buy a LinkRunner AT and get a 15% Loyalty Discount
At Fluke Networks we value our existing
customers, and have a solid history of
helping them migrate to new product
platforms. We’ve recently retired some of
the older products in our Portable Network
Tools portfolio. Because of that we are
now offering a special loyalty discount

for customers who own our compact
LinkRunner, LinkRunner Pro or NetTool Series
I and II. Are you a Fluke Networks customer
and can you show ownership of one of
these products? Then now is your chance
to buy a LinkRunner AT-2000 or AT-2000-KIT
with a special loyalty discount of 15% off

the list price. Here’s what you do: take a
picture of your old product, make sure the
serial number is clearly visible, and send
that together with your order to your Fluke
Networks distributor. The distributor will
give you the additional discount at the
time of purchase.

LinkRunner AT

		

LRAT-2000

LRAT-2000-KIT

LRAT-2000 = € 2,096. Discount 15% = € 314. Discounted end customer price = € 1,782
LRAT-2000-KIT = €3,917. Discount 15% = € 588. Discounted end customer price = € 3,329
We understand that network technicians and desktop support professionals are under increasing pressure to deploy new infrastructure and
ensure user satisfaction. LinkRunner AT provides the answers you need to quickly troubleshoot connectivity problems: Where does this cable
or jack go? How is this switch port provisioned? Can I negotiate a Gigabit link? Are there 802.1x security conflicts? Are the DHCP and DNS
servers working? Can I get enough power from this port? Can I connect to servers and the Internet with IPv4 and IPv6? Can I connect over
copper or fiber links? Is this patch cable good?
LinkRunner AT Network Auto-Tester is the fastest way to solve network connectivity problems. This rugged, handheld network tester takes
the guesswork out of troubleshooting with its complete one-button AutoTest. AutoTest performs your required set of connectivity tests in
10 seconds, enabling you to identify and solve network problems accurately and quickly.

KEY FEATURES:
- Fast with 3-second power up, 10-second AutoTest
- Verifies connections at 10M/100M/1G on copper and fiber
- Tests and verifies cable
- Gives nearest switch, port and VLAN information
- Supports latest technologies with TruePower™ PoE testing and IPv6
- Documents up to 50 test results

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
For online information about this promotion go to www.flukenetworks.com/linkrunner-loyalty

Terms & Conditions Only customers that own one of the Fluke Networks products listed above are eligible for the discount. Customers prove their ownership by sending a picture of the product, which
clearly shows the serial number of the Fluke Networks product in their possession, to the sales channel involved. Customers will then receive a discount of 15% off the list price. The customer will receive
their 15% discount from the sales channel where the LinkRunner AT product is purchased. Fluke Networks’ qualifying tools must be purchased between 1 September 2014 and 24 December 2014. This
promotion is subject to change at any time, and may not be used or combined with any other promotion from Fluke Networks. All purchases must be for new products from an authorised reseller and stated
on a single Purchase Order (PO). This special offer is not available to Fluke Networks’ distributors or Fluke/Fluke Networks associates.

www.flukenetworks.com/linkrunner-loyalty

www.fluketestery.cz

